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In 1935 Gander was a boggy barren with forlorn fir trees and
scraggily spruce. By October 1939 it was the largest airport
in the world. During the 2nd World War. it became a huge
base with an American side, a Canadian/RCAF side, an
Army side and an RAF side with outlying transmission,
reception, and radio range sites, including on the other side
of Gander Lake.
Power plants and an electrical network were required to
handle everything from runway lighting to barracks and high
power radio transmissions. After the war, it supported a now
civilian airport, with of course the needs of a civilian
population.
By the time it was completed, the local power grid was
based on six power plants, believed all to use dieselpowered generators, with one exception. It would appear
that one power plant on the American side (building 98) was
a steam-powered generator and was located very close to
the coal burning steam plant (bldg 90). This is probably the
one that burned down.
There was also a classic diesel generator powerhouse
nearby (building 41), at the end of the aptly named Power
Street near the American Hospital. (The road just south of
the present terminal parking.)

The first powerhouse was of course near the Administration
Building and round-roofed hangar 20.

This photo below shows the first power plant, as modified
after the arrival of the RCAF. It is between the hangar and
the steam plant just to the west, built to almost exactly the
same construction specifications.

Another powerhouse was found on Well Road. (Building
102)

Another was located not far from the Banting Memorial
Hospital on the Canadian side. (Building 158)

Finally there was power house was next to MIles Road that
ran between the Army and Canadian Sides. (Building 182)

Westinghouse was a large suppler of electrical material, as
can be seen in this ad in the December 1940 issue of “Aero
Digest”. It shows that in the US, Gander was already seen
as a great airfield. It has a great sketch of the Administration
Bldg and first power and steam plants. To be noted that it
was called ‘Newfoundland Airport’ at the time.

Given in more detail below:

Bob Schwarmer was the Westinghouse specialist,
responsible for installing the field lighting, beacon, wind tee,
control desk and switchboard. Westinghouse was also
responsible for laying cable across Gander Lake.
The lighting of the runways was a center line of lights placed
50 feet apart on each of four runways while a boundary
lighting system covering the perimeter of all four runways
was also installed – these lights were to be placed 100 feet
apart and to be two circuits taking in alternate lights. This
system as well as the center lights of each runway were to
be controlled from the Control Tower, on the top of the
Administration Building.

The first power source used at the Newfoundland Airport,
before the power plant was in operation, was a 10kw
generator, known locally as the Javenator.
The new powerhouse had four much larger Caterpillar diesel
engines and generators, using what were called "Burgess
Mufflers". According to plans, these mufflers had to be
placed in pits outside the wall of the powerhouse. There
were four concrete pits about 6 feet long, about 2 feet wide
and 2 feet deep. There were no vertical exhaust pipes.
There was a clumsy system, whereby each of these mufflers
was connected to perforated bleeding-tile pipes in a trench in
about a 100-200 feet long and covered over. The idea was
that the exhaust, instead of being discharged up in the air
gradually, would find its way through those pipes and be
dissipated into the ground.
Different experiments were tried to replace pit-trench
system. One included exhaust stacks made of wood - but
that was changed when one caught fire!
Exhaust pipes were then made of four 6-inch sewer pipes
connected in manifold fashion to single pipe that lead
outside and held up by a square pedestal. On top of this,
another connector permitted the installation of a 20-foot
exhaust pipe. It worked out very well and was very silent and
there was no smoke. When the RCAF took over, they
stripped it down and put up separate stacks.
The following photos are from 1955 and are indicated as a
"steam electric generating plant", presumed to the coal fed
bldg 98.

Any other information on this fire, such exact date and
location, cause, after-action report, would be appreciated.

Of course this physical and electrical was not done by
robots. It was done by the force and intellect of men from all
over, now working "on the Gander". The first and foremost
was the electrical foreman at the start of construction, Reg
Bursell. Following photo shows the electrical shop crew in
1951.

1st row: Bill Dooley, Lloyd Mercer, Joe Hippern, W Peckford, Ned Dwyer, Jack Dooley
2nd row: Bill Walsh, Gerry Mercer, Lev Reid, H Keats
3rd row: Charlie Bishop, E Blandford, Jim Crane, Pete Dooley, Norm Greening?, Walt Russel.

The next shot is of Jack James (left) and a non identified
person in the first powerhouse.

The next photo is identified only as Power plant 1948. It
could be any of the diesel powered generating plants.

Robert Bradley, Fred Chafe, Jack James, W Palmquist
This locally produced electric power was longer required
when Gander started to be supplied by hydro-electricity from
Rattling Brook in the mid 1950s.
ººººººººººººººº
The information for this article has come from a number of
sources but three in particular merit a special mention,
namely autobiographical notes of Fred Chafe and Fred
Smeaton snr, as well as hand-coloured photos from Fred
Smeaton jr.
ooooooooooooooooo

New information has been added at this address.
http://bobsganderhistory.com/PWR-House.pdf

